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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Jitter noise exists everywhere, especially in sampling high frequency waveforms. It 
is induced by the failure of the instrument itself to keep pace with the speed of the signal. 
Timing jitter generally causes systematic errors in the amplitude estimates of sampled 
waveforms. This is true for both real and equivalent-time sampling processes. An exam-
ple is the tendency to delay or overestimate on the response of the trigger signal. If the 
frequency of the signal is low, e.g. less than lMHz, then the effect of the jitter noise is 
not explicit. 
For repetitive waveform we can obtain the real waveform by analyzing a group of 
data from a jitter distribution. Usually, the jitter distribution is normal. The deviation 
from the mean represents the delaying or overestimating by the probing instrument. 
Consider the case of equivalent time sampling : Multiple samples are often taken at each 
nominal sample time and, to reduce the effects of noise, the mean of each sample set is 
taken as the estimated value at the corresponding sample time. If additive noise with zero 
mean exists in the sample, then the resulting estimates are unbiased. However, if the 
noise is the result of timing jitter, then the mean generally gives rise to systematic errors 
in the estimates. In Figure 1 the bias of using the mean is depicted. If , on the other hand, 
the median, rather than the mean, is used to compute the estimates, then bias occurs only 




................... .,. ............................ , .......... t•••··················,······ 
········Bias 
y = f( t) 
Figure 1. Illustration of the bias associated with using the 
mean to estimate the value of a waveform sampled at time 
t, with timing jitter having a PDF of P( A t). 
2 
A deconvolution method by Gans [1] is the first appearance in the literature aimed 
toward solving jitter noise. However, a potential problem exists which reduces its appli-
cability. 
3 
Recently, people in NIST applied an Up and Down method to deal with this prob-
lem. The output of this method is an estimator named "Markov estimator". In 1.1 we dis-
cuss this method. The literature is extensive on properties of "Markov estimator" , but 
their presentation is on the advanced level [2]. They point out the concentration of the 
"Markov estimator". This method provides an alternative way to analyze a waveform. 
However, this method causes a lot of bias, when the waveform is not monotonic. There is 
explicit bias near the peak area. To acquire more reliable results, Tong and Souders pro-
posed an improved method using "Markov estimator with compensation" that can com-
pensate the bias when estimating the waveform near the peak. In 1.2 we discuss this 
method in detail. In their method, if the time waveform peak occurs and the jitter distri-
bution are known before hand by some preprocessing, the bias is reduced to a satisfactory 
amount. Although this is a good way to resolve the jitter noise without using the decon-
volution up to now, it is not well-developed in the theory : this method has uncertainty 
regarding the value irl· We can discern this fact through the equations listed in 1.2. 
In the rest of this chapter we give an introduction to the Markov estimator, the Mar-
kov estimator with compensation and the alternative methods. The reason for proposing 
alternative methods is stated in 1.3. 
The subsequent chapters will be devoted to detailed discussion about "Stochastic Up 
and Down", "Up and Down in Generalized Form" and "New Method". After analyzing 
simulation results, we recommend "Up and Down in Generalized Form" and "New 
Method" in solving jitter noise. When considering the accuracy of some specified 
estimated points, the "New Method" is the most appropriate one. 
4 
MARKOV ESTIMATOR ( BASIC UP AND DOWN METHOD ) 
The Markov estimator is based on a Markov process which operates on the statisti-
cal sample set. The Markov process works as follows. Let Yt( k ),k = 0, 1, 2, · · · be a 
sample of the input waveform Y( t) all taken at the nominal sample time, t, computing in 
turn with the reference value, y;( k ). This reference value is incremented or decremented 
by a small fixed amount , 8, after each sample, depending on the state of the previous 
comparison. Under these conditions, y;( k ), k = 0, 1, 2, · · · follows a random walk 
described by a Markov chain, defined as 
y;( k + 1 ) = y;( k) + 8 for y;( k) ~ Yt( k) (1.1) 
y; ( k + 1 ) = y; ( k ) - 8 for y; ( k ) > y t ( k ) (1.2) 
The Markov estimator, Y' ( t ), is the mean value of the Markov chain, 
Y, ( k ) k = 0 1 2 .... t ' ' ' ' 




Y'(t) asymptotically converges to the population median of Yt(k), as n ~ oo and then 
8 ~ 0 [3]. 
MARKOV ESTIMATOR WITH COMPENSATION [4] 
The source of the errors produced by the Markov estimator in the presence of timing 
jitter is illustrated in Figure 2. 
A non-monotonic region of the input signal, Y( t) , is shown , sampled at time t. 
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Figure 2. Illustration of Source of Jitter Noise Error. 
given by p( ~ t) with a median of 0. For the following analysis, it will be assumed that 
Y( t) is symmetrical about time tp (the stationary point where dY( t )/dt = 0) over the 
region defined by tp ± ~ tpk /2, where ~ tpk is the larger of I ~tmax I or I !:,. tmin I , and 
that all stationary points are separated by at least !:,. tpk· It can be seen from the figure 
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that, if point tis at least 1"1 ;k away from tp, then half of the samples, Y( t + 1"1 t ), will be 
greater than Y( t ), and half will be less. Therefore, the Markov estimator, Y'( t ), defined 
as the median of samples Y( t + ~ t ), will converge to Y( t) in the limit, i.e., it will be 
· 11 b. d H h h · al 1 · · · h. ~ 1max asymptotlca y un 1ase . owever, w en t e nonun samp e time, t, 1s w1t 1n 
2 
on 
~ t . 
the left side, or ~m on the right site of time tp, some of the samples taken on one side 
of the probability distribution ( designated by ~ P in the figure ) will be greater than 
Y( t) and some will be less. Thus, the median, Y'( t ), of the samples, i.e., the Markov 
estimator, will not be an unbiased estimate of Y( t ). The fraction of the samples, y1( k ), 
that have changed to be less than median is given by 
ftl fmax ~ p = 2 ( ~ - t ) p( ~ t ) d( ~ t ) ( tl < t < tp) (1.4) 
for t < tp, where t1 is tP- ~ tpk/2 and by 
f 
2(lp-t) 
~ p = tl tmm p( ~ t ) d( ~ t ) ( tp < t < t2) (1.5) 
fort> tp , where t2 is tP + ~ tpk/2 
The Markov estimator, Y'( t ), is the same value as the level Y( t + !<J ), where the 
time shift l<J satisfies one of the following equations: 
ft~< 1 > ( p( ~ t) + p( I~ t I + 2( tp- t ))) d( ~ t) =A P ( t1 < t < tp) (1.6) 
or 
r~< t > 
Jo ( p( ~ t ) + p( -I ~ t I + 2( tp - t ) ) ) d( ~ t) = ~ p ( tp < t < t2) (1.7) 
If the probability distribution of the timing jitter is known, then the equivalent time 
7 
shifts can be calculated from eqs. (1.4) - (1.7), and the Markov estimator, Y'( t) can be 
compensated by an amount!::,. Y( t) to yield an improved estimate, Y"( t ), as follow: 
Y"( t) = Y'( t) + ~ Y( t) 
!J.Y(t) =Y'(t-~(t))-Y'(t) 
~Y( t) = Y'( t + td( t )) - Y'( t) 
( tl < t < t2 ) 
(tl<t<tp) 
( tp < t < t2) 
When Y( t) is desired, we estimate Y'( t ± td( t )) instead. 
(1.8) 
As a practical matter, the critical points, tp, which appear in eqs. (1.4)-(1.7), must be 
determined from the Markov estimator, which will still contain some residual noise. The 
effects of the noise on the critical point determination can be minimized by using a mul-
tipoint discrete difference equation. 
APPROXIMATION, 
UP AND DOWN IN GENERALIZED FORM, 
NEW METHOD 
In this thesis we solve this problem from a different point of view and estimate the 
waveform by a curve instead of a point ( median ) as was done in the previous literatures. 
This curve is constructed from the percentiles of the sample distribution, whereas the 
Markov estimator and the Markov estimator with compensation are based on estimating 
the median. From simulation we know that median is not always the most efficient point 
to be used in Up and Down Method. No matter in consideration of the time or accuracy. 
This fact motivates us to use percentile as the estimator for the waveform. 
Thus far, the problem has been changed to how to get an accurate estimate of the 
percentile of an unknown distribution. For estimating distribution-free percentiles in the 
real time sense, there are two methods available. One is Stochastic Approximation 
Method [5] and the other is Stochastic Up and Down Method in generalized form [6]. In 
addition to the above two methods, we propose a new method. Simulation results show 
8 
that "Stochastic Up and Down Method in Generalized Form" and "The New Method" 
can achieve almost equal accuracy and are superior to the "Stochastic Approximation 
Method". In estimating a percentile of percentage less or greater than 50%, "New 
Method" supersedes the "Stochastic Up and Down Method in Generalized Form" by hav-
ing less sampling operations, which is equivalent to mechanical operations in disk drive. 
Electronic operations are much faster than the mechanical ones. The new method can 
achieve a more accurate estimated value, where "Stochastic Up and Down Method" has 
high bias, and vice versa. Also, when hardware implementation is concerned , "New 
Method" is simple in design. It is still an unsolved problem to optimize the parameter of 
"Stochastic Up and Down Method in Generalized Form" and the "New Method". 
CHAPTER IT 
STOCHASTIC APPROXIMATION METHOD 
The Stochastic Approximation Method is concerned with schemes converging to 
some sought value when, due to the stochastic nature of the problem, observations 
involve errors. The interesting schemes are those which are self-correcting, that is, in 
which a mistake always tends to be corrected in the limit, and in which the convergence 
to the desired value is of some specified nature, for example, it is mean-squared conver-
gent. The method in this section is a typical example of such a scheme for approximat-
ing, under suitable condition, the point where a regression function assumes a given 
value. 
Let F( x ) be an unknown distribution function such that 
F'( 9 ) > 0, for every 9which makes 0 < F( 9 ) < 1 . (2.1) 
and let Zn be a sequence of independent random variables each with the distribution 
function Pr { Zn ~ x } = F( x ). On the basis of Zn we wish to estimate 9. However, as 
sometimes happens in practice ( bioassay, sensitive data ), we are not allowed to know 
the values of Zn themselves. Instead, we are free to prescribe for each n a value Xn and 
are then given only the value Yn where 
{ 
1 if Zn ~ Xn ( response ) 
Y n = 0 otherwise ( no response ) (2.2) 
The convention for choosing X0 proceeds as follows. Choose Xn as our best guess 
of the value and { a0 } be any sequence of constants of type .!. , which is defined below n 
Definition 1 [5] 
Any sequence { an } of positive constants satisfying 
( 1) 0 < fan 2 < oo 
1 
an 
(2) L (a + . · · + an-1 ) 
n=2 1 
is called sequence of type _!_. 
n 
Then obtain values X2 , X3, 
It can be proved that [5] 
= 00 
sequentially according to the rule 
Xn+1 -Xn =a0 ( a-y0 ). 








an in a looser definition is also studied in [7], [8]. In those condition this method also 
holds. Type _!_ sequence has served the practical purpose very well. When this is imple-
n 
men ted, we choose an = _!_. Simulation results using both Xn and L Xn as an estimator 
n n 
of percentiles is shown in TABLE I and TABLE IT. Even though the bias for percentile 
5% to 50% in TABLE II seem to be small, there is difficulty in implementing this 
method to instrument or in general practice. The Stochastic Approximation Method is not 
appropriate for our problem. It requires the measuring instrument to assume values on 
almost the entire real line. It is not the case generally in practice. The instrument will 
usually be restricted to values on some lattice, e.g. { a + k B , k e I } for some index set I 
[9]. However, in our simulation, we assume the probing instrument can take on the 
values on the whole real line and the numerical results are just for reference. 
TABLE I 
PERCENTILE ESTIMATION 
WITH DIFFERENT METHODS ON GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION 
























Appro •t Appro_Ave •t U_D_to-2 •t 
t.56EOO 1.6tEOO 2.30E-3 
1.19EOO 1.28EOO 2.06E-3 
4.10E-1 S.ISE-1 9.66E-4 
1.20E-1 1.74E-t S.OIE-4 
4.42E-2 7.17E·2 I.ISE-4 
2.39E-2 4.00E-2 t.SSE-4 
1.9JE-2 3.13E-2 S.29E-4 
2.27E-2 3.SOE-2 1.02E-3 
3.89E-2 5.4SE-2 l.SSE-3 
1.12E-t 1.38E-t 1.56E-3 
2.37E-1 2.73E-t 1.90E-3 














:Stochastic Approximation Method with Average of ln u Estimatcr 
: Stochastic Up and Down Method with I)= t o-2 
:New Method with I)= to-2 
:Stochastic Up and Down Method with 5= llr1 
:New Method with I)= to-• 
:Virtual Probability Method with I)= to-1 
:Virtual Probability Method with I)= to-2 













In estimating SO% percentile new method has the same convention as the Up and Down. 
New_to-1 •t Virtual_to-1 •t Virtual_to-2 •t 
2.SOE-3 S.32E-t 4.t6E-2 
3.90E-3 2.12E-t t.83E-2 
4.tOE-3 7.t4E-2 7.S7E-3 
296E-3 3.0SE-2 4.24E-3 
6.34E-3 1.02E-2 9.69E-4 
269E-4 02 6.SOE-4 3.40E-4 
4.00E-3 l.OSE-2 3.18E-4 
226E-3 3.02E-2 3.49E-3 
280E-3 7.10E-2 7.4SE-3 
3.20E-3 2.14E-l 1.89E-2 




WITH DIFFERENT METHODS ON EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 
























Appro •• Appro_Ave •I U_D_I0-2 •J 
5.50E-5 1.34E-4 2.14E-4 
9.40E-5 2.82E·5 3.07E-4 
2.48E-4 1.97E-4 7.27E-4 
1.39E-4 1.74E-4 1.04E-3 
8.97E-5 2.60E-5 1.17E-3 
3.31E-4 7.41E-4 J.OSE-3 
2.28E-3 3.58E-3 9.99E-4 
9.46E-3 1.37E-2 1.26E-3 
2.9!!E-2 J.!!OE-2 1.62E-3 
1.90E-1 2.16E-1 1.71£-3 
5.30£-1 5.73E-1 2.07E-3 














:Stochastic Approxunation Method with Average of lin as Estimator 
:Stochastic Up and Down Method with 5 = I o-2 
:New Method with 5 = 10-2 
: Stochastic Up and Down Method with 5 = I (J 1 
:New Method with 5 = 10-1 
:Virtual Probability Method with 5 =I o-1 
:Virtual Probability Method with 5 = I o-2 
I Biasi 












In estimating 50% percentile new m:thod has the same convention as the Up and Down. 
New_1o-1 • 1 Virtual_1o-1 •t Virtual_1o-2 • 1 
3.11E-3 6.80E-1 3.1SE-2 
3.41E-2 2.10E-1 1.40E-3 
6.35E-2 1.6SE-2 2.10E-3 
7.80E-2 1.93E-2 2.49E-3 
4.89E-2 2.49E-2 2.28E-3 
1.24E-2 -z 2.SOE-2 2.28E-3 
1.19E-2 3.75E-2 3.51E-3 
2.80E-3 S.92E-2 S.S9E-3 
3.60E-3 1.0SE-1 1.16E-2 
2.21E-3 2.4SE-1 2.61E-2 




STOCHASTIC UP AND DOWN METHOD 
IN GENERALIZED FORM 
CONVENTION 
This method is a generalized form of a Markov estimator. It is different from the 
Stochastic Approximation in two aspects even though they seem to be the same. One 
difference is the using of a fixed constant instead of an, which is a sequence of type _!_. 
n 





as an estimator of a percentile instead of Xn. 
Definition 2. Generalized Up and Down Method ( GUDM ) 
Determine a Markov Chain from quanta! response data obtained in the observation of the 
trial. The underlying distribution function of the trial is F. Let J.1p be the p percentile of F. 
An observation is a response or nonresponse depending on whether the value of the ran-
dom variable with distribution F is less than or greater than some known value. If 
L= { ... , d_l, do, db ... } 
is a set of equally spaced levels with interval B, the method to be studied starts with a 
value E and continues for an additional n-1 trials as levels Y2, ... ,Yn determined by 
{
Yv +di if Xv ~Yv 
Yv+l= Yv- dJ. if Xv < Yv (3.1) 
di 
, where d! p 8 = ~' 0<p<1. (1-p)8 1-p 
- n Yv 




Simulation results on Exponential and Gaussian distributions are shown in TABLE 
I and TABLE II. The bias using 8 = 10-2 is generally smaller than that using 8 = 10-1. 
The former is one order less than the latter. The smallest bias in this simulation is at the 
5% percentile. The largest is at the 95% percentile. In estimating the Exponential distri-
bution, it is easy to recognize that when the percent of the percentile increases, the bias 
increases. In the Gaussian distribution there is greater bias as the percent of the 
estimated percentile deviates further from 50%. All the methods we mention in this 
thesis, except the New Method, have this tendency. There is situation that we need to 
utilize the estimation of those high-biased percentiles [10]. In chapter IV, we propose the 
New Method to reduce the bias. What we achieve in the New Method is a procedure 
providing preliminary models to estimate the percentile of any distribution. The bias is 
kept low, compared with the other methods, to at least one side. We are using this 
characteristic to solve the jitter noise problem more efficiently when additive noise also 
exists. 
SOME PROPERTIES OF 
STOCHASTIC UP AND DOWN METHOD 
This section focuses on the theory aspect of the Up and Down Method in the ideal 
situation, that is 8 ~ 0 , n ~ oo. Some phenomena of this method when n ~ oo, 8 ~ 0 
are investigated. The discussion here is not concerned about the convergence of this 
method, but rather attribute to [3]. 
15 
Definition 3 Inverse Up and Down Method ( IUDM) 
Determine a Markov Chain from the quantal response data obtained in the observation of 
the trial. The underlying distribution of the trial is F. An observation is a response or 
nonresponse depending on whether the value of the random variable with distribution F 
is less than or greater than some known value. If 
L = { ... ,cLt, do, dt, ... } 
is a set of equally spaced levels with interval o, the method to be studied starts with a 
value e that is greater or less than median and continues for an additional n-1 trials as 
levels y 2, ... , y n determined by 
Assertion 1 
{
Yv-d if Xv ~ Yv 
Yv+ 1 = Y v + d if Xv < Y v 
IUDM diverges, when 0~0 , n~oo. 
(i) If E >median ofF, then Y n ~oo andY n* median ofF for all n. 
(ii) If E < median of F, then Y n ~-oo and Y n ;t: median ofF for all n. 
Discussion 
0 
To make the expression meaningful, we specify the approaching speed of 0 to 0 as 
1 1 
-, 0 < q < 1. Choose o = _ r.::- randomly. 
nq ~n 
Case 1: e > 0 
e- median . 
To let Yk < ( 
2 
+ medtan) < Yk+l for some level number k, we need at least N 
observations with nonresponse. N is calculated as below: 
e - ( e - median 
limN = lim 2 + median) 
o~o o~o 
1




However,P{ X>- } < P{ X<- } so we can conclude that 
2 2 
e 
P { Y n = 2 , for any n} = 0 
Dividing n by a positive integer k, we get 
n = k N0 + n~ , 0 ~ n~ < k. 
Subsequently, 




where fi is the net fraction of i-th No that contributes to the increase of e; g is for n~. 
I 
n-no 
When n ~ oo, No = ~ oo. Also 0 < fi < 1 for i = 1 to k , fi ~ fi + 1 , for i = 1 to k 
k 
- 1; and g is the net fraction of n0 that contribute the increase of E. We note that g could 
be a negative number. 
So that, 
As a result, 
Y n ~ e + ( f1 + · · · + fk ) No 8 
~ e + k f1 No 8 
N0 n-n~ 1 
lim Yn >lim (e+kf1 -)=lim (e+kft _c-)=oo 
n ~ oo n ~ oo ...[rl n ~ oo k -vu 
Case 2: e < 0 





F( D)= 1 , E >median By the IUDM, Yn is approaching oo. Assume Yp ~ D, YJr1 <D. 
When level p is reached, we adopt the convention of SUDM. Y n will finally reach E, and 
Y n '# median for every n D 
Corollary 1.2 
F( D)= 0, E <median By the IUDM, Yn is approaching -oo. Assume Yp ~ D, Yp-1 > D 
. When level p is reached, we adopt the convention of SUDM. Y n will finally reach £, 
and Y n '# median for every n D 
Corollary 1.3 
When n ~ oo , o ~ 0 with convergence speed of type 1k , 0 < k < 1 , then Up and 
n 
Down Method will generate an infinite sequence with monotonic increasing values 
toward the median by selecting the level values appearing the first time as the elements 
of the sequence. 
Discussion: 
As proved in [3], when, n ~ oo, o ~ 0 with convergence type ~, 0.5 ~ k < 1 then this 
n 
infinite sequence converges to the median with probability 1. We can conclude Y n will 
not exceed the median in this situation. 
Definition 4 Inverse Generalized Up and Down Method ( IGUDM ) 
All the symbols are defined in Definition 1. 
{
Yv -di if Xv ~Yv 





IGUDM diverges when () --7 0, n ~ oo. 
(i) If e > f.lp , then Y n --7 oo, Y n * f.lp for all n. 
(ii) If e < f.lp , then Y n --7 -oo, Y n * f.lp for all n. 
Discussion: 
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To make the assertion meaningful, we specify the approaching speed of o..l, to 0 as 
1 1 
-, 0 < q < 1. Choose B.!-=-, n --7 oo randomly. 
nq ~ 
Case 1 : E > J.lp 
E-f.l 
To let Y k < ( ,... P + f.lp) < Y k+ 1 for some level number k, we need at least N observa-
tions with n response. N is calculated below: 
. E-(E-1-lp 
hm N = 
1
. 2 + tL) 
0->0 lffi rp 
s~o 
- 1. E + 3 f.l - lffi p 
s~o 0 =oo (3.6) 
However, 
E-f.l E-f.l 
P{ X> _ P + J.lp} < P{ X< , P + f.lp} for f.lp > 0.5 
P{ X > E ~ f.lp + f.lp} > P{ X < E ~ f.lp + f.lp} for f.lp < 0.5 
So, we can conclude that P { Y N ~ f.lp} = 1. Divide n by a positive number k, we get 
n = k No + n~ , 0 ~ n~ ~ k. (3.7) 
Subsequently, 
Y n = E + ( ft Nooi + f2 Nooi + · · · + fk Nooi) + g n~oi (3.8) 
where fi is the net fraction of i-th No that contributes to the increase of e; g is for n~; 
I 
n -n0 
When n ~ oo, No = , ~ oo. Also 0 < fi ~ 1 for i = 1 to k , fi ~ fi + 1 , for i = 1 to 
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k- 1; And g is the net fraction of no that contributes the increase of the level value. 
Again g could be a negative number. 
So that 
As a result, 
Y n ~ e + ( ft + · · · + fk) Nooi 
> e + k f1 No oi 
Nap n-n~ _p_ 
lim y n > lim ( £ + k ft --) = lim ( £ + k fl -r.::-) = 00 
n ~ oo n ~ oo ~ n ~ oo k -vn 
Case 2: e < J.lp 




Suppose F( D)= 1 , e > J.ip By IUDM, D is on the way to oo. Assume 
Y P ~ D , Y P _ 1 <D. When level p is reached, we adopt the convention of SUDM. Y n 
will finally reach £, and Y n ;~:: J.lp for every n D 
Corollary 4.2 
F( D ) = 0 , e < J.lp. Y n is approaching -oo. Assume Y P ~ D , Y P _ 1 > D. When level p is 
reached, we adopt the convention of SUDM. Y n will finally reach £, and Y n '* J.lp for 
every n D 
Corollary 4.3 
When n ~ oo , o ~ 0 with convergence speed of type 1k , 0 < k < 1, Generalized Up 
n 
and Down Method will generate an infinite sequence with monotonic increasing value 
toward ~ by selecting the level values appearing the first time as the elements of the 
sequence. 
Discussion: 
As proved in [3], when o ~ 0 with convergence type 1k , 0.5 ~ k < 1 this infinite 
n 
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sequence converge to 1-lp with probability 1. We can also conclude Y n will not exceed Jlp 
in this situation. D 
The problem of concentration of the stationary distribution of Y n, n ~ oo when 
estimating percentile is still under investigation. In this section as well as in [3], the 
study focuses on o ~ 0 , not a fixed small number. In fact, what we used in this chapter 
can be generalized further. F(x) can be replaced by a function M(x), which is the expec-
tation value at level X. And then, this method is applied to find a such that M( a ) =a, 
where a is given. Apparently, this is a more general regression problem. Using the nota-
tion, consider any random variable Y which is associated with an observable value x in 
such a way that the conditional distribution function of Y for fixed x is H(y I x), the func-




Given a probability density function( PDF). If we count on the quanta! response 
from the PDF to carry out some procedure, we can manipulate the procedure without the 
reference of the quantal response and assume it is caused by a new PDF, which originates 
from the previous one. " Virtual part " is defined to be the probability of the new PDF 





make llp become the median of the new probability density function. If we use the same 
convention as Stochastic Up and Down Method with Bi =B! then both 
- ~~ -
Y = lim--= llp and lim Yn = llp are proved [3]. We will use both Yn andY as esti-
n~oo n n~oo 
mator to compare the accuracy. Associating F ( x ) with a uniform random variable gen-
erator ( 0 , 1 ), we can divide the interval into two parts ( 0 , -
1
- ) and (-
1
- , 1). Even 
2P 2P 
though the convergence of this method is easy to see, it causes extra overhead when 
implemented into instruments. By breaking the virtual part into pieces, we devise the 
New Method in 4.2. 
NEW METHOD- VIRTUALLY 
GENERATE DYNAMICALLY SYMMETRIC P.D.F. 
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The motivation of this method is by viewing that for the Stochastic Up and Down 
Method if the underlying distribution is symmetric about the median, then the stationary 
distribution of Y n, n ~ oo is almost symmetric about the median. So 
d 
IM-Jlpl ~2 
Where M is the expectation value of stationary distribution of Yn, when n ~ oo [11]. 
This method creates a definite portion of virtual response as a function of p. And suppose 
there is a mechanism, which is a black box, to manipulate these virtual response to create 
a symmetric P.D.F. about Jlp· This mechanism can change the status of these virtual 
points when necessary. Another mechanism, which is also a black box, is an error 
counter to calculate the portion of virtual points with status changed. Although the opera-
tion of both mechanisms are unknown at the moment, it is expected to improve this 
method, which has gained the reliability from simulation, from these two components in 
the future study. Thus far, we have created two parallel computations: one is real imple-
mentation by Stochastic Up and Down for estimating the median, the other is a virtual 
implementation which generates a symmetric P.D.F. with the aid of black boxes. As we 
can see, in the virtual implementation, the stationary distribution of Yn , n ~ oo will con-
centrate to Jlp, as 5 decreases. This means less chance for virtual point to change status. 
Then the equivalent underlying distribution in real implementation is more similar to the 
symmetric P.D.F., so Y is closer to Jlp . We are attempting to prove in the virtual imple-
mentation the existence of stationary distribution of Yn , n ~ oo , when 0 :1: 0. 
This method does not work very well in those levels that are difficult for virtual 
points to maintain the status. An example, is when calculating the percentile of percen-
tage less than 50o/o percentile in the Exponential distribution. The characteristics of these 
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levels are their locations in high probability density. 
The rules of this method are shown in subsequent paragraphs. The purpose of these 
rules are to mix the virtual points to the original stochastic process as naturally as possi-
ble. At the moment, there is no strict theoretical discussion about these rules. They are 
devised empirically. However, it is clear that the study about the theoretical part will 
contain the statistics, which is concerned about the ensemble of the process, and com-
binatorics, which are related to the individual effect of each stage in the process. Three 
different kinds of points will be created through these rules. Each point represents a stage 
in the process. They are normal, virtual, stablizing. 
Definition 5 
Normal points represent the samples appearing in the original PDF. They follow the ori-
ginal stochastic process to add B or subtract B. 0 
Definition 6 
Virtual points represent the samples appearing in the virtual portion. They force the 
increment or increment of level value depending on the location of the virtual portion 
without carrying out the sampling. 0 
Definition 7 
Stablizing points are modified normal points. SN represents stablizing point for normal 
distribution; SE represents stablizing point for Exponential distribution. Before the 
operation of the normal points is initiated, they are forced to add or subtract the level 
according to the following rules: 
(1) For estimating percentile greater than 50% : 
Normal Distribution: 
+ SN-
+ means an added positive response. 
SN follows the original stochastic process. 
- means an added negative response. 
They act in order. 
Exponential Distribution : 
- SE + 
+,-have the same definition as above. 
SE follows the original stochastic process. And 
exports the sampling value to the next normal 
point. 
They act in order. 
(2) For estimating percentile less than 50% : 
Normal Distribution : 
- SN + 
+,-have the same definition as above. 
SN follows the original stochastic process. 
They act in order. 
Exponential Distribution : 
+SE-
+, - have the same definition as above. 
SE follows the original stochastic process. And 
exports the sampling value to the next normal 
point. 
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They act in order. 
Definition 8. 
If O.d 1 d 2 · · · dn -percentile is the unknown, then 
left number= d 1 x lon-1 + d2 x lon-2 + · · · + dn 
right number= lOn-d 1 x lon-1 + d2 X lon-2 + · · · + dn. 
d; is integer ranging from 0 ... 9. 
Definition 9. 
number of virtual point = !left number - right number f. 
Definition 10. 
If ~e~ number > 2 then number of stablizing point = left number - right number 
ng t number 
else number of stablizing point = number of virtual point 
Definition 11. 





It sets the status of virtual or stablizing point in a cycle controlled by a cycle number. 
And points with different status have their own operation respectively as defined in 
Definition 7. 
We are now ready to discuss the new algorithm as follow: 
Algorithm 
Input : left number( or right number ) 
Output : the status of each point and its operation 
REPEAT { n_int = 1 ... cycle number. } 
IF n_int is an even number 
{ This decision can be made by assign operation instead of division. } 
THEN even_count=even_count+ 1 
IF n_int is an even number AND even_count > 
left number( or right number) 
number of virtual point + number of stablizing point 
THEN 
BEGIN 
IF stable_count < 
number of virtual point 
number of stablizing point 
THEN 
{ It is a virtual point. } 
BEGIN 
{ Operation of virtual point; refer to Definition 7 } 
even_count= even_count-
left number( or ri8_ht number) 
number of virtual point + number of stablizing point 
stable_count=stable_count+ 1 
n_int = n_int + 1 
END 
ELSE 
{ It is a stablizing point ; refer to Definition 7 } 
BEGIN 
{ Operation of stablizing point. } 
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even_count= even_count-
left number( or ris_IJ.t number) 
number of virtual point + number of stablizing point 
stable_count= stable_count-1 




{ It is a normal point. } 
BEGIN 
{ Operation of normal point; refer to Definition 7 } 
n_int = n_int + 1 
END 
UNTIL n_int > cycle number. 
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0 
This algorithm sets the status of virtual or stablizing point in a cycle controlled by a 
cycle number. And points with different status have their own operation respectively as 
defined in Definition 7. Even_count is the first criteria indicating when stablizing and 
virtual points will occur. Once the first requirement is met, stable_count acts as the 
second criteria to deciding it is a stablizing point or virtual point. The ratios in the algo-
rithm are indicators for evenly spreading the virtual and stablizing points on the even 
points. 
Repeatedly using the cycle set up previously to implement the basic Stochastic Up 
and Down Method n ~ oo and o ~ 0, the estimation of the New Method converges to 
the percentile in probability. 
It is easy to see that o has to change according to the range of the distribution. 
Before optimization is concerned in our study, we adopt rule of thumb to decide o when 
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conducting a fair comparison. 
Rule ofThumb 
Choose o = 0.1 in normal distribution N(O,l) as template to get 
a 0 
Jl0.9999 - J.lO.OOOl 
QJ__ a represents the relationship between o and the range of 
2x1.64 
the distribution. Use a as an reference when o in the algorithm is con-
cerned. 0 
This algorithm is designed for Gaussian or Exponential distribution. For those dis-
tribution which are not standard Normal or Exponential, we use the algorithm for Gaus-
sian distribution first and obtain three numerical data : 50% percentile, maximum value 
and minimum value. If I maximum- 50% percentile I> I minimum- 50% percentile I, 
then those percentiles for greater than or equal to 50% percent are retained. This is 
because in the New Method the longer side has lower bias when the underlying distribu-
tion is skewed to one side. For the rest of the percentiles, we linearly shorten the range of 
. . . 50% percentile - minimum 
50-percentile to maximum, so that the ratio . 50~ .1 > 1. Then apply maxtmum - vpercentl e 
the algorithm for normal distribution again. Under the calibration, the underlying distri-
bution is skewed to the opposite side and those percentiles for less than 50% percent are 
retained. Similar operation apply to the situation when I maximum- 50% percentile I< I 
minimum - 50% percentile! is the initial condition. The other alternative is to obtain 
median, maximum, minimum value in preprocessing and then estimate the percentiles at 
the same time. In chapter V the application in the waveform estimation with jitter noise 
shows us with satisfactory result compared with the Up and Down Method, even though 
the underlying distribution is not standard normal. 
Simulation results are shown in TABLE 1, TABLE 2, Figure 3-6. If we adopt the 
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general model in the estimation of percentiles for Gaussian and Exponential distribution, 
the bias is smaller than all the other methods in almost all the estimation. However, this 
seems to break the rule of a fair comparison. Before a clear choice is made for a fair 
comparison, we conclude with the fact that if we are allowed to choose any two values 
from the increment or decrement used by the Up and Down Method as the o in the New 
Method, then the estimation is most satisfactory over the others. 
One comment about the efficiency of the New Method compared with the others: 
with the utilization of virtual and stablized points, the sampling times needed have been 
reduced, which consumes most of the time. For percentiles between 33% and 67%, sam-
pling times are reduced 40%. For other percentiles sampling times are reduced 50%. H 
we adopt" New Method" to estimate the percentiles with high percentage in Exponential 
, low or high percentage in Gaussian or specified percentiles (depicted in chapter V) in 
general distribution, one can obtain low bias with high efficiency. 
From the data in TABLE I and TABLE II, we can recognize that" Up and Down" 
and "New Method" are the two with higher accuracy over the others. Furthermore, "New 
Method" has the lowest bias over all the other methods in estimating percentile of high 
percentage or low percentage. In estimating Exponential, Gaussian and general distribu-
tion its bias has the tendency of keeping low in at least one side. This is an useful charac-
teristic when "New Method" is applied. Figure 3-6 exhibit the comparison between "Up 
and Down" and "New Method". The numerical values are from TABLE I and TABLE IT. 
In estimating the Exponential distribution, as shown in Figure 3,4, New Method has 
higher bias than Up and Down Method in percentiles of percentage less than 50%, and 
vice versa. At 50%-percentile, both methods act in the same way. In estimating Gaussian 
distribution, as shown in Figure 5,6, the New Method has higher bias in estimating 30% 
to 60% percentiles and vice versa. In estimating 50% percentile both methods act in the 
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Figure 3. Bias of Percentile Estimation for Exponential 
Distribution N = 107 , B = 10-1. 
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Figure 4. Bias of Percentile Estimation for Exponential 
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Figure 5. Bias of Percentile Estimation for Normal Distri-
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Figure 6. Bias of Percentile Estimation for Normal Distri-





Consider a waveform y =sin( O.lxt)- O.lxsin( 0.3xt) to be sampled near the peale. 
As illustrated in Figure 7. 
The jitter distribution is Gaussian with mean 0 and standard deviation 1 modified to 
be finite support around the area 0.05-percentile and 0.95 percentile. Jitter span is 
approximately 1~ of the period of the waveform. 
The distribution is as follow : 
TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF N(O,l) 
MODIFIED TO BE FINITE SUPPORT AT ±1.8 
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Normal Distribution N(O,l) 
with Finite Support 







Figure 7. Sample sin( O.lxt)- O.lxsin( 0.3xt) with Jitter 
Distribution N(O,l) Modified to be Finite Support at ±1.8 
It is a practical matter to know tp at first. This can be done by the basic Stochastic 
Up and Down Method and reduce the noise of tp by using multiple point interpolation. 
Set t = ; 0~1 -1.8, so that the jitter span is aligned with tp. Then use Up and 
t 
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Down Method to find all the percentile listed in table in one stochastic process. Simula-
tion results are in TABLE IV and Figure 8. At point 7, which is 50% percentile estimate, 
both methods have the same bias. It is because their operations are the same. Points 2-7 
are the percentile estimates with percentage 6.68% to 38.21%. New Method has lower 
bias than Up and Down Method. In this case, I J.lo.os - J.lo.5 I > I J.lo.99 - J.lo.5 I , there is no 
need to calibrate the sampling value when estimating f..lo.05 to J.lo.5. However, we do need 
to calibrate the sampling value and choose a new B according to Rule of Thumb. We 
have gained a good estimation for points 2-7 by using New Method. 
TABLE IV 
BIAS OF WAVEFORM ESTIMATION 
FOR 













































































































In the thesis we review methods to find the percentile of any distribution with the 
advantage of being distribution free. They are Stochastic Approximation Method, Sto-
chastic Up and Down Method, and a proposed New Method --- Stochastic Up and Down 
by Pseudo Symmetrical Probability Density Function. The simulation result show that 
"Stochastic Up and Down by Pseudo Symmetry Probability Density Function" and "Sto-
chastic Up and Down" are the two with more accurate results than Stochastic Approxi-
mation Method. Further, if we choose to estimate some specified percentiles, e.g. high 
percentage percentile in Exponential distribution etc., New Method can get low bias with 
reduced sampling times. However, there are several points to be solved. Otherwise, the 
applicability of these method are limited. We list them for future study. 
1. Theoretical support of Stochastic Up and Down Method in generalized form. A 
proof in the ideal case is necessary. 
2. Parameters n and 8 need to be specified in some particular way for effective perfor-
mance. 
3. The confidence interval of the results from these methods. 
4. Estimation methods when both additive noise and jitter noise exist. 
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